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Date: Saturday, February 18, 2012 

Time: 12:30 pm PST 

Location: Skype 

Called by: Dawid Yacob Maccabeus 

I. Attendees  

 

Names of Members and Guests Present. 

1. Dawid Yacob Maccabeus 8.  
2. Darrell Richardson 9.  
3. Leah Prunty 10.  
4. Deborah Williams 11.  

5. Jamie Jolaine Allen 12.  

6. Richard and Sherill Edwards 13.  

7. Thomas Blakeney 14 . 

 

II. Agenda Topics  

1. The Changing of Time  

2. Happy New Year March 9th. 

3. Black His-Story month. 

4. Coming together to build Our Hebrew Nation. 

 

1. The Changing of Time  

David D. Rothschild: False Agenda "Environmentalist." The entire family is based on Eugenics. They 

are CIA. They are mapping out entire lands that they can take over. Their Agenda 21, population control 

and Environmental “saving” is all lies. How can the population all of a sudden be at a critical point 

where they have to mass murder people to stabilize the earth? There are PLENTY of places that are still 

uninhabited all over the WORLD!! There is NO WAY the world is overpopulated.  

2. Happy New Year March 9th. 

 

 

 

3. Black His Story month. 

Make sure to rent or purchase the movie ROOTS. Christianity is hugely flawed, that flaw is called the 

Amalekite, and the usurper, and the Catholic Church, and the progenitor of religious control. Therefore, we can 

use certain books and media as a resource that the “Christian” world is saying is “bad” or “wrong.”   
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4. Coming together to build Our Hebrew Nation. 

 

A. Next week: a special guest from the African American Nation to join us on Blog Talk.  

B. Tools, dialogue, suggestions and preemptive plans for coming together to build a solid community with 

intelligence, patience and wisdom; according to the will of The Most High.  

 Emergency kits 

 Land acquisition in the U.S. 

 Resources: Food, supplies, goods, talents. 

 Contact information of our Hebrew Family Members 

 Community development without drawing irrational, ill-planned “terrorist-like” attention to ourselves.  

 Make a commitment to purchase Hebrew Family products so that the money cycles through the 

Hebrew community.  

 Becoming connected and having each other’s back. 

 Bring our money, skills, talents (home building, plumbing, architecture, sewing etc.) and resources to 

our new community and build our Nation. 

 Suggestions: Baby steps-start with small communities as safe havens and testing grounds and start to 

build. 

 (Saints of Yah NOY Radio-making some moves). 

 The Minutes have some great suggestions about how to come together. 

 Utilize the current system to our advantage: current rights, constitution, policies etc. 

 “The Nubian society” built a community and the Sheriff came and shut it down. Look at the past 

attempts and learn from the mistakes and successes and BUILD with confidence. There is already a 

model here in this country that has been thriving for 40+ years. Let’s learn from them. 

 Oyotunji.weebly.com-GREAT starting point/example of a self-sustaining community. All agreed to 

contact and ask questions in regards to starting a community. Thomas Blakeney will be the 

spokesperson to represent HWUNET on behalf of the family. 

 Working with an industry on the outside that we do business with so we can say that we aren’t an 

isolated cult or hate group. We trade with, exchange resources with etc. We can keep partnership with 

certain businesses to keep extra revenue flowing-DEPENDING on who they are.  

 Learn survivalist information and how to live off the land without technological conveniences. Learn 

how our ancestors lived so we will understand how to survive with peace of mind and comfortably 

without fear when the current system fails. 

 Transferrable skills: If we were to pick up and leave, is your skill or trade something that can be 

utilized wherever you are? Learn basic skills like building a fire. Purifying water. Making clothing. 

Gathering food.  

 Alternate Electricity: Magnetic Polarity to create the friction needed to produce electricity-Using 

magnets to push or propel the turbines/windmill so that the revolutions produce kinetic energy.  

Bring more ideas and suggestions to the next Hebrew Council Meeting next Shabbat! Keeps the positive flow moving 

toward action.  
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Skype Call ended at: [5:06 PM, Pacific Standard Time] *** Duration: 1 hour, 45 minutes and 01 seconds.  

 


